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THANKSGIVING'S CRAFT
VOCABULARY

legsbeak
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You will need : 

construction paper 
 (red, orange, brown and yellow)

scissors
rope or string

Templateshole punch tape

+ a stappler or glue
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STEP 1 : Create the feathers of your turkey :

Then, starting with the feathers, make a pattern until you find a
pattern you like. Next, staple the feathers to attach them together

Using our templates cut out 5 feathers in construction paper of the color you want
your turkey to be.

 
Here, we chose red, yellow and orange.

 
You can even buy real feathers if you chose, that would be very pretty too.
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STEP 2 : The turkey’s body

Now, make your turkey body by using the two circle templates in
brown paper. Glue them together. 

 

Then, take the body and attach your feather pattern.
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Now, add some legs and a beak that you have cut out of your yellow sheet
of paper. For the beak, just fold the paper in half and cut a triangle into it.

Be creative! Then, attach  them to the body using glue or tape.

STEP 3 : Create the headband

Cut two long strips of paper the color of your choice.
 

Here, we used brown to match the color of the turkey. 
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Center your turkey on the front of the
head and bring your head pieces to the

back. Cut them if they are too long. 
 

Hole punch the two strips of paper. 
 

Attach the strips in the middle, on
the back of the turkey.

 
Secure with twine. You can now tie

a bow and wear it on your head!
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There you go  !

Happy

Thanksgiving!



Do you celebrate
Christmas? Learn about
how people in North
America spend
Christmas, the traditions,
decorations and the
exchanging of gifts.

NEXT MONTH

Christmas
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